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Transient behavior in single-file systems
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We have used Monte Carlo methods and analytical techniques to investigate the influence of the character-
istics, such as pipe length, diffusion, adsorption, desorption, and reaction rates on the transient properties of
single-file systems. The transient or the relaxation regime is the period in which the system is evolving to
equilibrium. We have studied the system when all the sites are reactive and also when only some of them are
reactive. Comparisons between mean-field predictions, cluster approximation predictions, and Monte Carlo
simulations for the relaxation time of the system are shown. We outline the cases where the mean-field analysis
gives good results compared to dynamic Monte Carlo results. For some specific cases we can analytically
derive the relaxation time. Occupancy profiles for different distributions of the sites both for the mean field and
simulations are compared. Different results for slow and fast reaction systems and different distributions of
reactive sites are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.066705 PACS number~s!: 02.70.Uu, 02.60.2x, 05.50.1q, 07.05.Tp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although systems in nature evolve by obeying physi
laws, it is in most cases difficult or not feasible to descr
the system properties accurately since details of the mi
scopic dynamics are not fully known. Therefore we usua
deal with simplified models for these systems, of which s
chastic models are an example. They are thus described
reduced set of dynamic variables. Although many exact
lutions have been found@1–6#, the vast majority of stochas
tic models cannot be solved exactly. Many results for eq
librium systems @7–11# have been classified. In natur
however, equilibrium is rather an exception than a rule.
most cases the temporal evolution starts from an initial s
that is far away from equilibrium. The relaxation of such
system towards its stationary state depends on the spe
dynamical properties and cannot be described within
framework of equilibrium statistical mechanics. Instead, it
necessary to set up a model for the microscopic dynamic
the system. Assuming certain transition probabilities,
time-dependent probability distributionPt(s) to find the sys-
tem in configurations has to be derived from the mast
equation~ME!. Solving the ME is usually a difficult task
Therefore, the theoretical understanding of nonequilibri
processes is still at its beginning. Better understanding
these phenomena would be an important step as nonequ
rium systems exhibit a richer behavior than equilibrium s
tems@12–16#.

We investigate nonequilibrium processes for asingle-file
system~SFS! with conversion. In Ref.@17# we have already
elaborated on the special properties of porous structures
as zeolites. The one-dimensional nature of the zeolite ch
nel leads to extraordinary effects on the kinetic properties
these materials. These structures are modeled by

*Electronic address: silvia@win.tue.nl
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dimensional systems called single-file Systems where
ticles are not able to pass each other. In Ref.@17# we have
focused on the steady-state properties of a SFS with con
sion. The process of diffusion in SFS has different charac
istics as ordinary diffusion, which affects the nature of bo
transport and conversion by chemical reactions. We are
vestigating the kinetic properties of this system, and, m
precisely, we are interested in the properties of the sys
before reaching equilibrium~the transient or relaxation re
gime!.

Different methods and techniques have been describe
the literature to solve the ME exactly@8,12,18#. In spite of
the remarkable progress in the field of exactly solvable n
equilibrium processes, the majority of reaction-diffusio
models cannot be solved exactly@19,20#. It is therefore nec-
essary to use approximation techniques in order to desc
their essential properties@e.g., mean-field~MF! approxima-
tion, cluster approximation# @21#. Also, as was already real
ized by Smoluchowski@22#, fluctuations and correlation
may be extremely important in low-dimensional syste
where the diffusive mixing is not strong. Therefore, the
approximation techniques can give results that dev
strongly from the system behavior. Dynamic Monte Ca
~DMC! methods are used to simulate the system accordin
the ME.

Few researchers have concentrated on the propertie
the system in the transient regime and only studied the re
tivity of the system in this regime. Moreover, little resear
has been done for an open system where adsorption~desorp-
tion! is present at the marginal sites. The reason that man
the analytical approaches fail is because of the asymmetr
the system.

In the present work we focus on the nonequilibrium pha
properties of SFS with conversion. We study the relaxat
time of the system~time evolution of the system propertie
starting with no particles! for different sets of kinetic param
eters, lengths of the pipe, and distributions of the reac
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. Picture of a single-file system with two types of adsorbed particles.
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sites. In the transient regime we observe that the MF res
are close to the DMC results both for slow and fast react
systems. We outline the cases for which the differences
significant. We compare with the steady-state situation
which the MF was not describing the single-file effects pro
erly @17#. We analyze the situations when analytical resu
can be derived, and we compare these results with the
and DMC results. We look at the relaxation of the total loa
ing, loading with different components, occupancies of in
vidual sites for various parameters, and different distrib
tions of the reactive sites. As MF is a coarse approximat
for the analysis of profile occupancies we introduce a be
approximation~cluster approximation!. We analyze the re-
sults using different analytic methods such as pair and
approximation. Pair approximation and MF approximati
tend to give similar results due to the high-order correlatio
in the system. We investigate the effect of various mo
assumptions made about diffusion, adsorption, desorpt
and reaction on the kinetic behavior of the system.

In Sec. II we specify our mathematical model togeth
with the theoretical background for analytical and simulat
results. In Sec. III A we present the various results for tr
sient regimes for the simplified model without conversio
We solve numerically and analytically the master equation
order to get the relaxation time of the system. In Sec. II
we use the MF theory to simplify the rate equations@17# of
the system for the case when all the sites have the s
activity towards conversion. We present the results obtai
using DMC simulations for the case with conversion wh
all the sites are reactive in Sec. III C 1, and when only so
of the sites are reactive in Sec. III C 2. For all these cases
compare the DMC results with the MF and pair approxim
tion results. The influence of the position of the reactive s
is also outlined. The last section summarizes our main c
clusions.

II. THEORY

In this section we give the theoretical background for o
analytical and simulation results. First we specify our mo
and then we show that the defined system obeys a ME.
derive then a set of exact rate equations from the ma
equation of the system describing the reaction kinetics.
look at the properties of the system in the transient regime
solving these rate equations. In order to do this we hav
use approximation techniques. We use the MF analysis
derive a set of equations that we can solve numerically.
cause MF is a strong simplification and neglects all spa
06670
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correlations in the system, we introduce another approxim
tion called the cluster approximation. We have also simula
the system governed by the ME using DMC simulations.

A. The model

We model a single-file system by a one-dimensional ar
of sites, each possibly occupied by an adsorbate~see Fig. 1!.
This is the model of diffusion and reaction in a on
dimensional arrangement of particles with hard-core inter
tion. The sites are numbered 1,2, . . . ,S. A particle can only
move to the right or to the left if an adjacent site is vaca
The sites could be reactive and unreactive and we note
Nprot the number of reactive sites. A reactive site is the o
place where a conversion may take place.

We consider two types of adsorbates,A and B, in our
model and we denote withY the site occupation of a site
Y5(*, A,B), which stands for a vacant site, a site occup
by A, or a site occupied by aB, respectively. We restric
ourselves to the following monomolecular and bimolecu
transitions.

1. Adsorption and desorption

Adsorption and desorption take place only at the two m
ginal sites, i.e., the left and rightmost sites at the ends of
system:

A~gas!1* m→Am ,

Am→A~gas!1* m ,

Bm→B~gas!1* m ,

where subscriptm denotes a marginal site. Note that there
no B adsorption.B’s can only be formed by conversion.

2. Diffusion

In the pipe, particles are allowed to diffuse via hopping
vacant nearest neighbor sites:

An1* n11↔* n1An11 ,

Bn1* n11↔* n1Bn11 ,

where the subscripts are site indices;n51,2, . . . ,S21.
5-2
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3. Conversion

An A can transform into aB at a reactive site:

Ar→Br .

In the initial state of the system all the sites are vacant~no
particles in the pipe! as we are interested in the behavior
the system towards equilibrium.

B. Master equation

Reaction kinetics is described by a stochastic process.
ery reaction has a microscopic rate constant associated
it that is the probability per unit time that the reaction occu
Stochastic models of physical systems can be described
master equation@23#.

By a, b, we will indicate a particular configuration of th
system, i.e., a particular way to distribute adsorbates ove
the sites.Pa(t) will indicate the probability of finding the
system in configurationa at time t andWab is the rate con-
stant of the reaction changing configurationb to configura-
tion a.

The probability of the system being in configurationa at
time t1dt can be expressed as the sum of two terms. T
first term is the probability to find the system already
configurationa at timet multiplied by the probability to stay
in this configuration duringdt. The second term is the prob
ability to find the system in some other configurationb at
time t multiplied by the probability to go fromb to a during
dt:

Pa~ t1dt!5S 12dt(
b

WbaD Pa~ t !1dt(
b

WabPb~ t !.

~1!

By taking the limitdt→0 this equation reduces to a ma
ter equation:

dPa~ t !

dt
5(

b
@WabPb~ t !2WbaPa~ t !#. ~2!

Analytical results can be derived as follows. The value
a propertyX is a weighted average over the valuesXa which
is the value ofX in configurationa,

^X&5(
a

PaXa . ~3!

From this follows the rate equation:

d^X&
dt

5(
a

dPa

dt
Xa5(

ab
@WabPb2WbaPa#Xa

5(
ab

WabPb~Xa2Xb!. ~4!
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C. Analytical methods

1. Rate equations

Starting from the master equation~2! and using expres-
sion ~4! the rate equations of the system are derived@17#. We
denote byWads, Wdes, Wdiff , Wrx the rate constants of ad
sorption, desorption, diffusion, and conversion, respectiv
For simplicity we assume that the rate constants ofA andB
desorption are equal, and also the rate constants ofA andB
diffusion are equal. We denote by^Yn& the probability that a
particle of typeY is on siten, and with^YnYn11& the prob-
ability that a particle of typeY is at siten and one at siten
11, where Y5(*, A,B). The coefficientsDn , where n
51,2, . . . ,S, are 1 if siten is reactive and 0 otherwise. Th
rate equations for a nonmarginal site are

d^An&
dt

5Wdiff@2^An* n11&

2^An* n21&1^An21* n&1^An* n11&#2DnWrx^An&.

~5!

For ^Bn& we get similarly

d^Bn&
dt

5Wdiff@2^Bn* n11&2^* n21Bn&1^Bn21* n&

1^* nBn11&#1DnWrx^An&. ~6!

The marginal sites also have adsorption and desorption. T
can be dealt with similary as the conversion. The rate eq
tions for A are

d^A1&
dt

5Wdiff@2^A1* 2&1^* 1A2&#1Wadŝ * 1&2Wdeŝ A1&

2D1Wrx^A1&,

d^AS&
dt

5Wdiff@2^* S21AS&1^AS21* S&#1Wadŝ * S&

2Wdeŝ AS&2DSWrx^AS&, ~7!

and the rate equations forB are

d^B1&
dt

5Wdiff@2^B1* 2&1^* 1B2&#2Wdeŝ B1&1D1Wrx^A1&,

d^BS&
dt

5Wdiff@2^* S21BS&1^BS21* S&#2Wdeŝ B1&

1DSWrx^AS&. ~8!

Note that these coupled sets of differential equations
exact, but not closed.

2. Mean field

To solve this coupled set of differential equations, w
need to make an approximation for the two-site probabilit
such aŝ An* n11&, ^Bn* n11&, etc. The closure relation
5-3
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^X&5(
Y

^XY& ~9!

should hold for any approximation for these two-site pro
abilities. We denote withX the occupation of siten and with
Y the occupation of siten11. The simplest approximation i

^XY&5^X&^Y&, ~10!

i.e., neighboring sites are considered independent.
The two-site probabilities then become^An* n11&5^An&

3^* n11&, ^Bn* n11&5^Bn&^* n11& @21#. This approximation
is called the mean-field approximation and gives us
coupled set of differential equations that we can solve
merically.

3. Cluster approximation

The MF approximation is a strong simplification becau
it neglects all spatial correlations in the system. Because
system we analyze is onedimensional, the correlations m
be significant and important. The obvious possibility
eliminate the weakness of the MF approach is to introd
another approximation.

Instead of using the MF approximation for the two-s
probabilities, we write down their rate equations~see the
Appendix!. These equations have three-site probabiliti
which we approximate. This leads to a so-called cluster
proximation. The closure relation

^XY&5(
Z

^XYZ& ~11!

should now hold for any approximation. We denote here w
X the occupation of siten, with Y the occupation of siten
11, and withZ the occupation of siten12.

There are various decoupling schemes used in the lit
ture @2,4,6,18,24# as approximations for then-site probabili-
ties. For many of these decoupling schemes the closure
tion ~11! no longer holds. For simplicity we will use th
simplest cluster approximation, called pair approximati
for which only the correlations between pairs of near
neighbors~NN! are considered.

The decoupling scheme for our pair approximation is

^XYZ&5
^XY&^YZ&

^Y&
. ~12!

It is straightforward to see that the closure relation~11!
holds:

(
Z

^XYZ&5
^XY&

^Y& (
Z

^YZ&5
1

^Y&
^XY&^Y&5^XY&.

~13!

After decoupling, this system of coupled sets of different
equations, consisting of the rate equations for one-site
two-site probabilities, becomes closed and can be solved
merically.
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D. Dynamic Monte Carlo

We have seen that we can derive approximate analyt
solutions to the master equation. DMC methods allow us
simulate the system governed by the master equation
time. We simplify the notation of the master equation
defining a matrixW containing the rate constantsWab , and
a diagonal matrixR by Rab[(gWgb , if a5b, and 0 oth-
erwise. If we put the probabilities of the configurationsPa in
a vectorP, we can write the master equation as

dP

dt
52~R2W!P, ~14!

whereR and W are time independent. We also introduce
new matrixQ, Q(t)[exp(2Rt). This matrix is time depen-
dent by definition and we can rewrite the master equation
the integral form

P~ t !5Q~ t !P~0!1E
0

t

dt8Q~ t2t8!WP~ t8!. ~15!

By substitution, we get from the right-hand side forP(t8),

P~ t !5FQ~ t !1E
0

t

dt8Q~ t2t8!WQ~ t8!1E
0

t

dt8E
0

t8
dt9Q~ t

2t8!WQ~ t82t9!WQ~ t9!1•••GP~0!. ~16!

Suppose att50 the system is in configurationa with
probability Pa(0). Theprobability that, at timet, the system
is still in configuration a is given by Qaa(t)Pa(0)
5exp(2Raat)Pa(0). This shows that the first term represen
the contribution to the probabilities when no reaction tak
place up to timet. The matrixW determines how the prob
abilities change when a reaction takes place. The sec
term represents the contribution to the probabilities when
reaction takes place between times 0 andt8, some reaction
takes place at timet8, and then no reaction takes place b
tweent8 andt. The subsequent terms represent contributio
when two, three, four, etc. reactions take place. The idea
the DMC method is not to compute probabilitiesPa(t) ex-
plicitly, but to start with some particular configuration, re
resentative for the initial state of the experiment one want
simulate, and then generate a sequence of other config
tions with the correct probability. The method generate
time t8 when the first reaction occurs according to the pro
ability distribution 12exp(2Raat). At time t8 a reaction
takes place such that a new configurationa8 is generated by
picking it out of all possible new configurationsb with a
probability proportional toWa8a . At this point we can pro-
ceed by repeating the previous steps, drawing again a
for a new reaction and a new configuration@25–47#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Ref. @17# various results for the system with conversio
(WrxÞ0) and without conversion (Wrx50) were reported.
In caseWrx50 we have onlyA particles in the system. The
5-4
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total loadingQ of the system is defined as the average nu
ber of particles per site. In caseWrxÞ0 we haveB’s as well
in the system. In this case, the total loadingQ, is the sum of
the loading withA particles (QA) and loading withB par-
ticles (QB)

Q5
1

S (
n51

S

^An&1
1

S (
n51

S

^Bn&. ~17!

Note that the total loading of the pipe for the model w
conversion is the same as for the model without convers
@17#. We study the relaxation time of the system witho
conversion and of the system with conversion.

A. No conversion

We are interested in the relaxation time of the syst
~transients!. We start with the evolution of the total loadin
over time starting from a system with no particles at all.
the total loading is the same for the case with and with
conversion, we will consider, for simplicity, the case with n
conversion first.

As we can derive a finite set of exact rate equations~5!–
~8! it’s not necessary to work with the master equation in t
case. With^Xn& the probability that siten is occupied, we
have

d^Xn&
dt

5Wdiff@2^Xn* n11&2^n21* Xn&1^Xn21* n&

1^* nXn11&# ~18!

whenn is not a marginal site. The two-site probabilities c
be eliminated by using closure relations,

^XnXn11&1^Xn* n11&5^Xn&, ~19!

that hold in this specific case. The probabilities with partic
on both neighboring sites cancel and the result is

d^Xn&
dt

5Wdiff@^Xn21&22^Xn&1^Xn11&#. ~20!

For the marginal sites we get
06670
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d^X1&
dt

5Wads@12^X1&#2Wdeŝ X1&1Wdiff@^X2&2^X1&#

and

d^XS&
dt

5Wads@12^XS&#2Wdeŝ XS&1Wdiff@^XS21&2^XS&#.

~21!

These equations are used for the derivation of the re
ation time. The rate equations are going to be simplified t
point where they are a set of homogeneous linear ordin
differential equations~ODE’s! with only one parameter apar
from the system size. Dividing byWads1Wdes and introduc-
ing the dimensionless parameters

^Xeq&[
Wads

Wads1Wdes
,

l[
Wdiff

Wads1Wdes
,

t[~Wads1Wdes!t, ~22!

we get

d^X1&
dt

5^Xeq&2^X1&1l@^X2&2^X1&#,

d^Xn&
dt

5l@^Xn21&22^Xn&1^Xn11&#,

d^XS&
dt

5^Xeq&2^XS&1l@^XS21&2^XS&#. ~23!

We can write these equations in matrix-vector notation

d^X&
dt

52M ^X&1v, ~24!

where^X& is a vector containing the occupancy probabilitie
M is the matrix of coefficients having the form
1
11l 2l 0 0 . . .

2l 2l 2l 0 . . .

0 2l 2l 2l

0 0 2l 2l �

A A � � � A A

� 2l 2l 0 0

2l 2l 2l 0

. . . 0 2l 2l 2l

. . . 0 0 2l 11l

2 ~25!
5-5
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andv is the vector that makes the system nonhomogene
The parameter̂Xeq& is the equilibrium coverage.

Finally we can make the set of equations homogeneou
working with probabilities for vacancies: i.e., with

y[12
^X&

^Xeq&
~26!

we get

2
dy

dt
5My . ~27!

In order to solve Eq.~27!, we try the substitution

y5ae2vt. ~28!

Taking out the exponential leaves us with

Ma5va. ~29!

Removing the time dependence yields relaxation times.
see that we have obtained an eigenvalue equation. The e
valuesv are the reciprocals of relaxation times for the co
responding eigenvectors. The relaxation time of the sys
as a whole (t rel) is the reciprocal of the smallest eigenvalu
We can get this time by simply numerically solving the e
genvalue equation for givenS andl.

1. Solving the eigenvalue equation analytically

For some special cases analytical expressions for the
genvalues can be given. We consider the ansatz

an5zn. ~30!

If we substitutean from expression~29! into the equation for
n not a marginal site, we get

lF2
1

z
122zG5v. ~31!

This equation has two solutions.

z6512 1
2 f 6 1

2 Af 224 f , ~32!
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There are two cases to be distinguished. Iff >4, then
both solutions are real. Because this is the same asv>4l,
we will have this for slow diffusion and for eigenvecto
with fast relaxation~large v). As we are interested in the
slowest relaxation~small v) we will look at the other case
f ,4 or v,4l. The two solutions are then each othe
complex conjugate.~Note for the following thatf >0.!

2. Fast diffusion or slow relaxation

In this case we can write the solutions as

z65re6 iw, ~34!

wherer andw are both real. In fact the equation forz shows
that whenz is a solution, then so is 1/z. This means thatr
51, or

z65e6 iw. ~35!

Substitution in the equation forz yields

cosw512 1
2 f . ~36!

This has indeed only solutions for 0< f <4.
Because there are two solutions forz, the solution foran

is a linear combination of these two solutions: i.e.,

an5c1einw1c2e2 inw. ~37!

From Eq.~28! we remark thatan should be always real
This means thatc1 is the complex conjugate ofc2. The
coefficients will follow from the equations for the margin
sites. There are two of these equations. The equation ab
for cosw is a third equation. We have four unknowns (c1 ,
c2 , v, andw), but, as only the ratio between the coefficien
can be determined, we should effectively be able to de
mine all of them.

Substitution of the expression foran in the equations for
the marginal sites, taking into account thatc1 and c2 are
complex conjugate (c15c1R1 ic1I), leads to
ro.
S 2~12v1l!cos~w!22lcos~2w! 22sin~w!~12v1l!12lsin~2w!

2cos~Sw!~12v1l!22lcos@~S21!w# 22~12v1l!sin~Sw!12lsin@~S21!w#
D S c1R

c1I
D 5S 0

0D . ~38!

This equation only has nontrivial solutions~the trivial solution isc1R5c1I50) when the determinant of the matrix equals ze
This leads to the following equation:

8l~2v1l11!sin@~S22!w#24~2v1l11!2sin@~S21!w#14l2sin@~S23!w#50. ~39!

We can eliminatev by using cosw512f/2.
Using w as parameter in Eq.~39!, wP@0,p), we can get thel ’s. Equations~35! and~32! gives us thev ’s. We get in this

way v as a function ofl, coupled by the parameterw ~see Fig. 2!.
5-6
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3. Solving the eigenvalue equation for the total loading, in the
casel\`

We solve the eigenvalue equation numerically in order
get the relaxation time of a system. We want to describe h
the relaxation time of the total loading (t rel) depends on
system parameters such as reaction, adsorption~desorption!,
diffusion rate constants, and system sizeS. In Fig. 2 we show
the influence of diffusion on the relaxation time for a syste
of sizeS530. Note that there are two regimes describing
dependence on diffusion of the relaxation timet rel . The first
regime is for slow diffusion, whent rel decreases rapidly with
increasing diffusion, and the second for fast diffusion, wh
t rel slowly decreases with diffusion to a limiting value.

Because diffusion is infinitely fast, all the sites have t
same probability to be occupied and the system is homo
neous. We can then analytically derive the limiting value
t rel for infinitely fast diffusion from the equation

d^Xn&
dt

5
2Wads

S
@12^Xn&#2

2Wdes

S
^Xn&. ~40!

The first term is the probability of a particle to be adsorbed
the two open ends, and the second is the probability o
particle to be desorbed at the two open ends. The probab
of a particle to be adsorbed to one end equals the adsorp
rate constantWads times the probability to have there a v
cancy (12^Xn&), while the probability of a particle to be
desorbed equals the desorption rate constantWdes times the
probability to have a particle (^Xn&).

From the above equation we get the expression for^Xn&,

^Xn&5^Xeq&F12expS 22~Wads1Wdes!

S
t D G . ~41!

The relaxation time is

t rel5
S

2~Wads1Wdes!
. ~42!

FIG. 2. The general solution for ln(1/v) as a function of ln(l),
for wP@0,p), andS530.
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This limiting value is the same as the one indicated by
convergence of the curves in Fig. 2. The other parameter
influences the relaxation timet rel is the length of the pipeS.
For diffusion very fast,t rel increases linearly withS ~see
Fig. 3!.

B. Conversion

In the case with no conversion, we have derived a se
exact equations and we have simplified the rate equation
homogeneous linear ODE’s. Including conversion in o
model, the two-site probabilities cannot be eliminated and
approximation is needed. We use the MF approximation
we get a coupled set of differential equations that we c
solve numerically. In Fig. 4, from the MF results for th
transients, we observe that there are two different behav
determined by conversion.

For fast reaction systems@see Fig. 4~a!#, the relaxation
time of the loading withA’s (t relA) andB’s (t relB) is equal
to the relaxation time of the total loading (t rel). This means
that whenQ has reached equilibrium,QA andQB have also
reached equilibrium.

For slow reaction systems@see Fig. 4~b!#, the total loading
Q relaxes faster to equilibrium than the loading withA’s
(QA) and B’s (QB). The regime betweenQ reaching equi-
librium and QA and QB reaching equilibrium we call the
reaction limited regime.

We remark that for slow reaction systems in the react
limited regime, the vacancy probability can be replaced w
the steady-state expression^* n&5Wdes/(Wads1Wdes). The
set of equations for the case when all the sites are reac
then becomes

d^An&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^An11&1^An21&22^An&#2Wrx^An&,

d^Bn&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^Bn11&1^Bn21&22^Bn&#1Wrx^An&,

FIG. 3. The logarithm of the relaxation time as a function
ln(S) for the parametersWads50.2, Wdes50.8, and differentWdiff .
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FIG. 4. ~a! Time dependence of ln(Q* ), ln(QA* ), and ln(QB* ) for fast reaction systems (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wdiff51;Wrx52). ~b! Time
dependence of the ln(Q* ), ln(QA* ) and ln(QB* ) for slow reaction systems (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wdiff52;Wrx50.01). ~c! Comparison
between time dependence of ln(Q* ), ln(QA* ), ln(QB* ) and the time dependence of the function exp(2Wrx* t). For slow reaction systems, th
slope depends only onWrx , but also on desorption. We have marked the time dependence of the ln(QB* ) whenWdes50. In ~a!–~c! we have
marked with * the absolute value of the difference between the current value and the steady-state value of the parameter.
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d^A1&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^A2&2^A1&#2Wrx^A1&

2Wdeŝ A1&1
WadsWdes

Wads1Wdes
,

d^B1&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^B2&2^B1&#1Wrx^A1&2Wdeŝ B1&,

d^AS&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^AS21&2^AS&#2Wrx^AS&

2Wdeŝ AS&1
WadsWdes

Wads1Wdes
,

d^BS&
dt

5
WdiffWdes

Wads1Wdes
@^BS21&2^BS&#1Wrx^AS&2Wdeŝ BS&.

~43!

We can use these approximate MF equations for the p
lem of relaxation ofA andB loadings for the case when th
total loading has already reached a steady state. The e
tions for A’s can be written as

d^A&
dt

5M 8^A&1v8, ~44!
06670
b-

ua-

where^A& is a vector containing the occupacy probabiliti
with A’s, M 8 is the matrix of coefficients, andv8 is the
vector that makes this systems nonhomogeneous having
zero elements for indices 1 andS. We substitute^A&
5^A&ss1c in the rate equations~A1!, wherec is the vector
with the deviations of the site occupancy probabilities w
A’s from the steady state. The substitution yields

dc

dt
5M 8@^A&ss1c#1v85M 8c1M 8^A&ss1v85M 8c,

~45!

becauseM 8^A&ss1v850 by definition.
The equations inc are homogeneous and the matrix

coefficients is the same as the one in the original rate eq
tions. We can obtain the eigenvalue equation by making
substitution

c5c8e2vt ~46!

and taking out the exponential from the equations. The
laxation time of theA loading (QA) is then the reciprocal of
the smallest eigenvalue. We can get this time by simply
merically solving the eigenvalue equation.
5-8
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TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR IN SINGLE-FILE SYSTEMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066705 ~2002!
Solving the eigenvalue equation for the case with conversion

For fast reaction systems we have seen that using MF
A and B loadings have the same relaxation, which is t
relaxation of the total loadingQ @see Fig. 4~a!#. The relax-
ation of QA can be thus derived from exact equations~13!
and ~14!. For slow reaction systems we can derive analy
cally the relaxation ofQA and QB for the reaction limited
regime. In this case we expect the relaxation ofQA andQB
to be determined only by reaction. From the MF results
remark that desorption has also a strong influence on
transients@see Fig. 4~c!#. This is happening because, in th
case desorption is very high, the adsorbed particles at
marginal sites will hardly diffuse into the pipe, most of the
being desorbed immediately. As a result, few particles w
succeed in getting to the middle sites and the residence
of the particles near the marginal sites will decrease. T
loading of the pipe with particles will converge slower to t
steady state. We have compared also for different distr
tions of the reactive sites the results obtained solving
eigenvalue equation and the MF results for the system in
reaction limited regime. We find that if marginal sites a
reactive the results are similar but differ considerably if t
middle sites are reactive and for the homogeneous distr
tion of the reactive sites. In Fig. 6 we can see the differe
between MF results and analytical results obtained solv
the eigenvalue equation for the system in the reaction lim
regime for the case when we have a homogeneous dist
tion of the reactive sites in the system.

Analytically, solving the eigenvalue equation for a ve
slow reaction system, we find that the relaxation ofQA
(t relA) as a function of desorption varies with reaction f
low desorption rates and converges to a limiting value
very high rates of desorption~see Fig. 7!. The dependence o
A loading onWdes has two regimes, the first for low desorp
tion rates whenA loading strongly decreases with desorptio
and the second when theA loading is converging to a limit-
ing value and the adsorption process takes over the sy
behavior.

FIG. 6. Time dependences for ln(QA* ) for a slow reaction sys-
tem (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wrx50.1,Wdiff52,S530) in the reaction
limited regime when a number of ten reactive sites are homo
neously distributed in the system. The continous line is for
numerical results obtained solving the eigenvalue equation of
system in the reaction limited regime, and the dashed line is for
MF results. We have marked with * the difference between
current value and the steady-state value of the parameter.
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We remark that the analytical results forQA obtained
from the eigenvalue equation do not give the MF peak ofA’s
particles accumulated in the transient regime for a slow
action system~see Fig. 5!.

C. Comparisons with simulation results

We present now the results obtained for the transie
using DMC methods for different sets of parameters.
compare them with the mean-field and pair approximat
results. As for very large pipes the computational effort
considerable, we study a system of sizeS530. We have
considered separately the sets of parameters in Table I.

The sets of parameters from~a! to ~e! are for the cases o
low loading and from~f! to ~j! for high loading. The param-
eters in the table describe the following situations:~a! and~f!
for very slow reaction and slow diffusion;~b! and ~g! for

e-
e
e
e

e
FIG. 7. The analytical results for the relaxation ofQA as a

function onWdes for different reaction rates. The continuous line
for Wrx50.1 and the dashed line forWrx50.01, when Wdes

P@0,2#.

FIG. 5. ~a! MF results~dashed line! and analytical results ob
tained solving the eigenvectors in the reaction limited regime~con-
tinuous line! for time dependence ofQA for the parametersWads

50.8,Wdes50.2,Wrx50.01,Wdiff52.0,S530 and all the sites reac
tive. The upper dashed line represents the total loading~Q! in the
system. The total loadingQ gives us the information when th
reaction limited regime starts.
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NEDEA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066705 ~2002!
slow reaction and slow diffusion;~c! and ~h! for slow reac-
tion and fast diffusion;~d! and ~i! for fast reaction and slow
diffusion; ~e! and ~j! for fast reaction and fast diffusion.

As the MF results for the total loading are exact, there a
as expected, no differences between these results and
of the simulation for the total loading. We compare the M
results with the simulation results for the case with conv
sion in the case all sites are reactive and also when o
some of the sites are reactive.

1. All sites reactive

We first look at the time dependence of the loading withA
(QA) and loading withB (QB). From the simulation results
we see several regimes for the transients.

In the case diffusion is slow, the relaxation time is det
mined by diffusion. When diffusion is fast and the reacti
slow, then the relaxation time is determined by reaction a
when both are fast, relaxation time is determined by adso
tion ~desorption!. For all these cases the simulations resu
for the transients match the MF results, except when we h
low reaction rates and fast diffusion for both low and hi
loading ~see Fig. 8!.

When diffusion is fast and reaction is slow, MF overes
mates the number ofA’s in the pipe both for transients an
for the steady state. DMC and MF results indicate an ov
shoot forQA both for high and low loadings in the transie
regime. The overshooting appears as a consequence o
difference the between diffusion and reaction rates consta

TABLE I. The sets of parameters used for the simulations

Case Wads Wdes Wdiff Wrx

~a! 0.2 0.8 0.05 0.01
~b! 0.2 0.8 0.05 0.1
~c! 0.2 0.8 2 0.1
~d! 0.2 0.8 1 2
~e! 0.2 0.8 10 2
~f! 0.8 0.2 0.05 0.01
~g! 0.8 0.2 0.05 0.1
~h! 0.8 0.2 2 0.1
~i! 0.8 0.2 1 2
~j! 0.8 0.2 10 2
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Because the reaction is slow and diffusion fast, manyA’s
start accumulating into the system and they are only la
converted intoB’s. The momenttmax when the peak appear
is determined by the ratio betweenWdiff and S, but always
shortly after the initial momentt0 and it lasts only a shor
time. The height of the peak depends on the total load
(Wads/Wdes) ~see Fig. 9! and on the ratio betweenWrx and
Wdiff ~see Figs. 10 and 11!. For the case of slow reaction an
fast diffusion~f!, ~g!, ~h! in Table II, the higher the peak, th
lower the ratio betweenWrx and Wdiff . In Table II we give
the relative height of the peak (DH/QA) for different Wrx
andWdiff , at high loading (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2), whereDH
is the height of the peak.

MF overestimates the height of this peak comparing w
simulation results, but both DMC and MF results converge
the same way to the steady state. In Fig. 12 we show that
results corresponds to DMC results for transients for sl
reaction systems. When diffusion is slow and reaction is f
MF predicts very well the DMC results. We have also in th
case an overshoot forQA in the transient regime. When w
have slow diffusion and very slow reaction, the height of t
peak increases with bothWrx andWdiff @see Table II for~d!,
~e!, ~f!#. Also in this case the MF corresponds to the DM
results.

As MF ignores the spatial correlations between NN si
and MF gives qualitatively good results comparing w
DMC results, we conclude that MF is a good enough a
proximation for the case when all the sites are reactive. T
is confirmed also by the comparison between MF and p

FIG. 9. MF results for the time dependence ofQA for Q50.2,
0.5, 0.8, andWrx50.01.
.
FIG. 8. DMC and MF results for the time dependences ofQA andQB for the cases~a! and~c! in Table I when all the sites are reactive
Results for cases~b! and ~f! are similar to~a! and results for case~h! are similar to case~c!. The straight lines visible for case~c! ~fast
diffusion-slow reaction! are the MF lines. In the other cases the MF and the DMC results are indistinguishable.
5-10
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TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR IN SINGLE-FILE SYSTEMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066705 ~2002!
approximation. The pair approximation gives the same
sults as MF.

2. Only some of the sites reactive

We want to see how the distribution of the reactive si
influences the relaxation ofA and B loadings. We compare
the MF and the DMC results for fast reaction and for slo
reaction systems, for different distributions of the react
sites. We distinguish homogeneous distribution of the re
tive sites, marginal sites reactive, and middle sites react

We have previously seen that for fast reaction systems
all sites reactive, the relaxation ofQA andQB is the same as
the relaxation of the total loadingQ. From Ref. @17# we
know that the results for the total loading, both for transie
and for the steady state, can be derived analytically fr
exact equations and these results corresponds to the D
results. When only the marginal sites are reactive and re
tion very fast, DMC and MF results are similar with DM
and MF results for the cases when all sites are reactive
when it is a homogeneous distribution of the reactive site
the pipe. When the reactive sites are situated in the middl
the pipe, the loadingsQ,QA , andQB relax slower to equi-
librium than in the case wherein all the sites are react
because it takes more time for theA particles to reach the
reactive sites.

For slow reaction systems and all sites reactive, the re
ation ofQA andQB is slower than the relaxation of the tot
loading Q. For this case we cannot deriveQA from exact
equations. TheA loading is converging to equilibrium simul

FIG. 11. MF results for the time dependence ofQA for Wdiff

50.05, 0.1, 1, 2, 10, whenWads50.8, Wdes50.2,Wrx50.01.

FIG. 10. MF results for the time dependence ofQA for Wrx

50.01, 0.1, 1, whenWads50.8 andWdes50.2.
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taneously with theB loading. We compare thus DMC an
MF results for different distributions of the reactive sites, f
different reaction rates. We will analyze two cases, the fi
for slow reaction (Wrx50.1) and the second for very slow
reaction (Wrx50.01).

In the first case (Wrx50.1), theB loading for homog-
enous distribution and middle site reactive reaches equ
rium faster than in the case when marginal sites are reac
This is happening because for marginal sites reactive c
the B’s are formed near the open ends and, conseque
they can easily desorb and the equilibrium is reached la
When the marginal sites are reactive, the residence tim
theB’s is small and the probability to find aB on a marginal
site is high. The loading withB’s is increasing more slowly
to the steady state value because of theA’s that are in the
middle of the pipe. The same behavior has theA loading
converging to equilibrium simultaneously withB loading.
When the reactive sites are distributed in the middle of
pipe, because of blocking, theB’s cannot reach easily the
open ends, the probability to find aB on a marginal site is
small, and the residence time of theB’s in the system is
large. The loading withB’s is increasing fast to the stead
state value. From Fig. 13, we see thatQA andQB for homo-
geneous and middle sites reactive have the same relaxa

TABLE II. The height of the peak for differentWrx andWdi f f .

Case Wrx Wdi f f DH/QA

MF Sim

~a! 0.01 2.0 1.5905 2.9521
~b! 0.1 2.0 2.1590 2.693
~c! 1.0 2.0 2.9911 2.9984
~d! 0.01 0.05 1.4365 1.2761
~e! 0.01 0.1 1.5070 1.4546
~f! 0.01 1.0 1.6458 2.654
~g! 0.01 2.0 1.5904 2.9384
~h! 0.01 10.0 1.4095 3.141
~i! 2.0 2.0 3.329 3.305

FIG. 12. Analytical and simulation results for slow reaction sy
tems,Wdiff52, Wrx50.1, Wads50.8, Wdes50.2, when all the sites
are reactive. The simulation~continuous line! and analytical~dotted
line! results for the ln(QA* ) as a function of time. We have marke
with * the difference between the current value and the steady-s
value ofQA .
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FIG. 13. ~a! Time dependences for ln(QB* ) when Wads50.8, Wdes50.2, Wdiff52, Wrx50.1 using MF for marginal sites reactive
homogeneous distribution, middle sites reactive, and all sites reactive cases.~b! Time dependences for ln(QB* ) when Wads50.8, Wdes

50.2, Wdiff52, Wrx50.01 using MF for the same distributions of the reactive sites as in~a!. In ~a! and ~b! we have marked with * the
absolute value of the difference between the current value and the steady-state value of the parameter.
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In the case of very slow reaction (Wrx50.01), when the
marginal sites are reactive, theB loading increases faste
than in the case of homogeneous and middle sites reac
till a certain time becauseA particles can reach faster th
reactive sites. While moreB’s are formed, theB loading is
converging slower because theB’s can desorb relatively fas
from the marginal sites, the residence time of the formedB’s
is smaller than in the case when the reactive sites are in
middle of the pipe or homogeneously distributed~see Fig.
13!. QB converges faster in case the middle sites are reac
than in the case of homogeneous distribution of the reac
sites.

We compare the time dependence of theA loading and of
theB loading using DMC and MF for slow reaction system
and different rates of conversion when diffusion is fast~see
Fig. 14!. We see that differences appear in the transient
gion as well as in the steady state for all the distributions
the reactive sites but are very prominent for the marginal
middle sites reactive case. In this case, for homogene
distribution of the reactive sites the differences between
and DMC are small~see Fig. 15!.

For the other cases~fast reaction–slow diffusion, fas
reaction–fast diffusion, slow reaction–slow diffusion!, MF
gives good results compared to DMC for all the distributio
of the reactive sites.
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We finally look at the site occupancy of the pipe. The M
profiles for the marginal sites reactive case show in the tr
sient regime accumulation of theA’s in the middle of the
pipe for a slow reaction system and fast diffusion. Beca
reaction is slow, theA’s can pass without reacting to th
nonreactive sites. As the loading is increasing, the reside
time of the particles increases, and the probability to find
A in the middle of the pipe decreases because of block
~see Fig. 16!.

Dynamic Monte Carlo simulations show the same beh
ior. In Fig. 17 we see as well accumulation ofA particles in
the middle of the pipe in the transient regime. As a con
quence, until the equilibrium is reached, the middle si
have different contribution to the occupancy in the pipe d
pending on their position. In the steady state, all the mid
sites have the same contribution to the occupancy pro
@17#.

IV. SUMMARY

We have used DMC and analytical techniques to study
properties of single-file systems in the transient regime.

We have derived exact equations to solve the relaxa
time of the whole system (t rel). We found that there are two
regimes describing the dependence on diffusion of the re
e

FIG. 14. ~a! DMC simulation of time dependences forQA andQB for Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wdiff50.05,Wrx50.01, when blocks of five
marginal sites are reactive (S530). The straight lines correspond to the MF results.~b! DMC simulation of time dependences forQA and
QB for Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wdiff52,Wrx50.1, when blocks of five marginal sites are reactive (S530). The straight lines correspond to th
MF results.
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FIG. 15. ~a! Time dependences for ln(QA* ) for a slow reaction system (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wrx50.1,Wdiff52, S530) when five left
and right marginal sites are reactive.~b! Time dependences for ln(QA* ) for a slow reaction system (Wads50.8, Wdes50.2, Wrx50.1, Wdiff

52, S530) when ten reactive sites are homogeneously distributed in the system. In~a! and~b! the continuous line is for the DMC result
and the dashed line is for the MF results. We have marked with * the difference between the current value and the steady-state va
parameter.
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ation timet rel . The first regime is for slow diffusion, whe
t rel decreases fast with increasing diffusion, and the sec
for fast diffusion, whent rel slowly decreases with diffusion
to a limiting value. We have analytically derived this limitin
value of t rel for infinitely fast diffusion.

We have also studied the transients in the case with c
version. MF results show that there are two different beh
iors determined by conversion. For fast reaction systems
relaxation time of the loading withA’s (t relA) andB’s (t relB)
is equal to the relaxation time of the total loading (t rel).
When Q has reached equilibrium,QA and QB have also
reached equilibrium. For slow reaction systems, the to
loadingQ relaxes faster to equilibrium than the loading wi
A’s (QA) and B’s (QB). The regime betweenQ reaching
equilibrium andQA andQB reaching equilibrium we call the
reaction limited regime. In the reaction limited regime, M
shows that not only reaction, but also desorption has a str
influence influence on the transients. We find that the re
ation of QA (t relA) as a function of desorption varies wit
reaction for low desorption rates and converges to a limit

FIG. 16. MF profile occupancies (^An& and^Bn&) for the case of
five marginal sites reactive before a steady state is reached
slow reaction system of lengthS530 and parametersWads50.8 and
Wdes50.2, Wdiff52, Wrx50.1. The lines at low occupancies corr
spond tô An& profile occupancies after 200, 150, and 100 time un
in this order from the bottom to the top. The lines at high occup
cies correspond tôBn& profile occupancies after 200, 150, and 1
time units in this order from the top to the bottom.
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value for very high rates of desorption.
DMC results show several regimes for the transients

the case all the sites are reactive. In the case diffusio
slow, the relaxation time is determined by diffusion. Wh
diffusion is fast and the reaction slow, then the relaxat
time is determined by reaction and when both are fast, re
ation time is determined by adsorption~desorption!. For all
these cases the simulations results for the transients m
the MF results, except when we have low reaction rates
fast diffusion for both low and high loading. In this case M
overestimates the amount ofA’s in the pipe both for tran-
sients and for the steady state. DMC and MF results indic
also an overshoot forQA both for high and low loadings in
the transient regime, which appears as a consequence o
difference between diffusion and reaction rates constants

When only some of sites are reactive, for fast react
systems, MF gives good results compared to DMC for all
distributions of the reactive sites. When only the margin
sites are reactive and reaction very fast, DMC and MF res
are similar with DMC and MF results for the cases when

r a

s
-

FIG. 17. DMC results for the occupancy profiles (^An& and
^Bn&) for slow reaction systems (Wads50.8,Wdes50.2,Wdiff

52,Wrx50.1) in the case five marginal sites are reactive, bef
steady state is reached. The lines at low occupancies correspo
^An& profile occupancies after 280, 100, and 20 time units in t
order from the bottom to the top. The lines at high occupanc
corresponds tôBn& profile occupancies after 280, 100, and 20 tim
units in this order from the top to the bottom.
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sites are reactive and when it is a homogeneous distribu
of the reactive sites in the pipe. When the reactive sites
situated in the middle of the pipe, the loadingsQ,QA , and
QB relax slower to equilibrium than in the case when all t
sites are reactive, because it takes more time for theA par-
ticles to reach the reactive sites.

For slow reactive systems, differences between DMC
MF results appear for transients for different distributions
the reactive sites when diffusion is fast, but are very pro
nent for marginal and middle sites reactive. For homo
neous distribution of the reactive sites the differences
tween MF and DMC are small. For slow reaction, we fi
that theB loading for homogenous distribution and midd
site reactive reaches equilibrium faster than in the case
when marginal sites is reactive. For very slow reaction,QB
increases faster at the beginning than in the case of hom
neous and middle sites reactive and becomes slower a
B’s are formed.QB converges also faster in the case t
middle sites are reactive than in the case of homogene
distribution of the reactive sites.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of the equations for two-sites probabilities

In order to solve the rate equations of the system we
cluster approximation. For simplicity, we consider an a
proximation that considers only the correlations betwe
pairs of NN sites—pair approximation. We add the two-s
probability equations to the already derived rate equati
for one-site probabilities. We write these equations in ter
of three-site probabilities and we use then the decoup
scheme

^XYZ&5
^XY&^YZ&

^Y&
. ~A1!

We give here the equations for the two-site probabilities
A and * occupancy of these sites. The equations for the
marginal sites are

d^A1A2&
dt

5Wdiff~^A1* 2A3&2^A1A2* 3&!22Wrx^A1A2&

1Wadŝ * 1A2&2Wdeŝ A1A2&,

d^A1* 2&
dt

5Wdiff~^* 1A2&1^A1A2* 3&1^A1B2* 3&2^A1* 2&

2^A1* 2A3&2^A1* 2B3&!2Wrx^A1* 2&

1Wadŝ * 1* 2&2Wdeŝ A1* 2&
06670
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d^* 1A2&
dt

5Wdiff~^A1* 2&1^* 1* 2A3&2^* 1A2&2^1* A2* 3&!

2Wrx^* 1A2&2Wadŝ * 1A2&1Wdes~^A1A2&

1^B1A2&!,

d^1* * 2&
dt

5Wdiff~^1* A2* 3&1^1* B2* 3&2^1* * 2A3&

2^1* * 2B3&!2Wadŝ 1* * 2&1Wdes~^A1* 2&

1^B1* 2&!, ~A2!

where ^A1* 2A3&5^A1* 2&^A2* 3&/^2* &, etc. Almost similar
are the equations for the right marginal sites

d^AS21AS&
dt

5Wdiff~^AS22* S21AS&2^S22* AS21AS&!

22Wrx^AS21AS&1Wadŝ AS21* S&

2Wdeŝ AS21AS&,

d^AS21* S&
dt

5Wdiff~^AS21* S* S11&1* S21AS&2^AS21* S&

2^S22* AS21* S&)2Wrx^AS21* S&

2Wadŝ AS211* S&1Wdes~^AS21AS&

1^AS21BS&!,

d* S21AS&
dt

5Wdiff~^AS21* S&1^S22* AS21AS&

1^S22* BS21AS&2* S21AS&2^AS22* S21AS&

2^BS22* S21AS&)2Wrx* S21AS&

1Wadŝ * S21* S&2Wdes* S21AS&,

d^S21* * S&
dt

5Wdiff~^S22* AS21* S&1^S22* BS21* S&

2^AS22* S21* S&2^BS22* S21* S&!

2Wadŝ S21* * S&1Wdes~* S21AS&

1^* S21BS&). ~A3!
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And, finally, the equations for the nonmarginal sites;

d^AnAn11&
dt

5Wdiff~^An* n11An12&1^An21* nAn11&

2^An21* nAn11
&2^AnAn11* n12&!

22Wrx^AnAn11&,

d^An* n11&
dt

5Wdiff~^An* n11&1^An21* n* n11&

1^AnAn11* n12&1^AnBn11* n12&2^An* n11&

2^An* n11An12&2^An* n11Bn12&

2^An21* n* n11&!2Wrx^An* n11&,
cs

-

. A

L.

i-

s
e,

er

06670
d^An* n11&
dt

5Wdiff~^An* n11&1^n* n11An12&

1^An21* nAn11&1^* n21BnAn11&2^An* n11&

2^An* n11* n12
&2^An21* nAn11&

2^Bn21* nAn11&!2Wrx^An* n11&,

d^* n* n11&
dt

5Wdiff~^An* n11* n12&1^Bn* n11* n12&

1^An21* n* n11&1^* n21Bn* n11&

2^* n* n11An12&2^* n* n11Bn12&

2^An21* n* n12&2^Bn21* n* n11&!. ~A4!

We have the possibility to determine the one-site pro
abilities by calculating the sum of the two-sites probabiliti
(Y^XY&5^X&.
try
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